
Since 1924 we are 
all about Aluminium

„Where others stop, 
we just get started!“

Do you also think that aluminium 
cylinder heads are not weldable?!

Then you have never visited us!   

Aluminium Welding for motor Sports, Classic Cars 
and Series Cars:  
Cylinder Heads I Motor Housings I Gearbox Housings 
I Erosion I Accidents and Age-Related Damage I 
Irreplaceable Original Parts I and much more

...with decades of know-how and broad experience 
in dealing with aluminium!!

Eisentalstraße 16    
71332 Waiblingen
Germany  

Office: +49 7151-51129    
Fax: +49 7151-561082
E-mail: info@ljaschko.de
www.ljaschko.de

Since 1924 we are 
all about Aluminium

„Where others stop, 
we just get started!“

Our work area welding includes:

> All welding on sheet metal and 
 profile constructions

> Repairs of alloy rims

> Manufacturing and alteration of 
 aluminium structures via sketch 
 or drawing

> Repair and modification of alumi-
 nium and die-cast housing parts

Intake Manifold

Gas Tank



„Where others stop, 
we just get started!“

Our work program
includes:

- Motor Sports
- Classic Cars
- Series Vehicles
- Ship Engines 
- Agriculture Machines/Engines 

> The elimination of damaged areas and cracks

 For example:
 We can restore a completely demolished
 combustion chamber due to a valve break.

 We can fix strongly corroded surface abla-
 tions with expertise.
 
> Changes of any kind to suite our 
 customer´s wishes!!

Since 1924 we are 
all about Aluminium…

As specialists in the field of alloy welding, we 
have decades of know-how and broad expe-
rience in working with aluminium.

This know-how is a necessary requirement for 
the professional work of welding cylinder 

heads and engine components made 
of aluminium and magnesium.

Setting damaged parts back into 
their original state is our goal.

Our customers express their 
trust in our skills and abilites by 

giving us prototypes, unique and 
irreplaceable original parts to repair.

Additional services from our work program:

> Renewal of the valve seat 
 rings and valve guides

> Repair of spark plug and 
 glow plug holes

>  Leak tests

> Surface plane setting and 
 surface grinding of sealing 
 faces

> Exchange of agricultural 
 machinery cylinder heads
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